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Molten Armor is a great game, tough as nails, but good tough. This game provides traditional and refreshing mechanics if you're
familiar with TD games. Enjoyable game. Great tower defense, various enemies, lots of levels and most importantly, lots of fun.
This is quite simply one of the most innovative and the most entertainning games I've played in a while. With beautiful visuals, a
smooth and pleasing soundtrack, combind with a unique gameplay that requires both stratagy and skill. If you like good strategy,
intense challenge and good music, this game might fit all your needs. Recommended game for all Tower Defense lovers who are
looking for some refreshing gameplay mechanics.. Solid tower defense gameplay. Branching storylines that suffer a little from
localization and no voice acting. Could be a lot more polished, but is actually pretty fun as is. https://youtu.be/zppwFoQYdIY. I
normally list good and bad things in my reviews, but this game doesn't really have anything of the former.. My friend told me to
give it a try.. Thanks god i can skip all those narrative.. Just skip the tutorial and dive into the battle, it's intuitive anyway. Lose a
couple of times to get how it works. That's it. Overall it's fun, so I can recommend it.
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